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Eager to pursue higher clinical education and play a larger role in helping patients 
lives. Strong science background with interests in pain management, preventative
medicine, sports nutrition and correction exercise physiology. 

2011 – 2012
JR. HOME TUTOR  - ABC CORPORATION

 Provided one-on-one behavior modification for children diagnosed with autism 
using applied behavior analysis.

 Worked one-on-one with a child, implementing individual lessons and behavior 
intervention plans as specified by the behavior consultant.

 Monitored progress by accurately recording each session and providing notes as
indicated by behavior consultant.

 Communicated with behavior consultant about childs progression, behavior 
excesses, etc.

 Teaching a forth grade students with mandarin vocabulary, speaking, and 
reading 3 hours a week.

 Provide feedback to students using positive reinforcement techniques to 
encourage, and motivate.

 Identify, develop, or implement intervention strategies, tutoring plans, or 
individualized education plans (ieps) for students.

JUNE 2011 – AUGUST 2011
FAMILY ADVOCATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Worked with low-income migrant families and staff to identify all the needs of 
children and families.

 Assisted in implementing screening, documentation, and any additional services
including health and disabilities.

 Provide private instruction to individual or small groups of students to improve 
academic performance, improve occupational skills, or prepare for academic or 
occupational tests.

 Provide private instruction to individual or small groups of students to improve 
academic performance.

 Improve occupational skills, or prepare for academic or occupational tests.
 Taught students the use of computer learning programs, monitoring their 

progress and assisting with concepts that they needed help with. Work with a 
student(s) on writing skills, both handwriting, and computer (word program). 
Calculators were allowed for math in some instances to double check work or do
algebra.

 Monitoring of assignments and allowing longer time if necessary. Some students
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learned how to use a sewing machine, or did handwork as part of their 
curriculum.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Arts in Psychology - 2012(William Jessup University - Rocklin, CA )

SKILLS

Proficient In Ms Office, Proficient In Word, Proficient In PowerPoint, Proficient In Excel, 
Skilled In Medical Terminology And Procedures, Highly Skilled In Writing Letters, 
Documents, Contracts, Etc.
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